
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
FIGURE 1. An Eaton Pow-R-Station™ RA200 Series residential EVSE 
cord-and-plug connected to source power through a standard NEMA 
240V receptacle. The unit is plugged into the wall through an in-use 
cover, and gives the user a long cable with a J1772™ connector for 
the electric vehicle. †  
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Executive Summary 

The electric vehicle and electrical infrastructure 
industries that have invested in new technology are 
looking to help encourage the adoption of electric 
transportation. Much of that responsibility falls onto 
vehicle manufacturers to create product and educate 
consumers on why these new modes of motive power 
make sense over traditional modes. However, one 
hindrance to the adoption of the electric vehicle that can 
be bettered by the infrastructure industry is to find easier 
ways to help get infrastructure into the field.   
 
One potential solution to get infrastructure into the field 
easier is to make the charging stations, or properly 
termed Electric Vehicle Supply Equipment (EVSE), plug-
and-cord connected rather than permanently wired. This 
is no surprise for 120V applications, but there are some 
manufacturers, such as Eaton, that have proposed that 
EVSE at 208/240V AC, i.e. AC Level 2, that are cord-
and-plug connected could potentially by-pass some of 
the delays and education issues with installation and 
inspection. However, there are concerns that this EVSE 
construction that allows an EVSE to plug into a high 
current NEMA receptacle is not safe and not compliant 
with the National Fire Protection Agency’s publication 
NFPA 70®, National Electric Code® (NEC®). 
 
Upon closer inspection, the NEC does allow this type of 
construction for AC Level 2 EVSE. However, the NEC 
Handbook comments, that are meant to clarify the intent 
of the NEC, muddy the waters by not acknowledging a 
new construction term that UL added in 2009 and seem 
to indicate that this construction is not allowed. In its 
Outline-of-Investigation UL2594 Electric Vehicle Supply 
Equipment, UL defines three construction types: 
‘permanent’, ‘portable’, and the new ‘movable’ 
nomenclature. There are a battery of tests that are 
needed for each construction type – with permanent 
having the least number of tests and portable having the 
most (UL2594 Appendix B). However, UL2594 fully 
defines test procedures to ensure consumer protection 
for ‘movable’ EVSE that include a cord-and-plug.   
 
The biggest construction difference between ‘movable’ 
and ‘portable’ is that in the movable case, these 
products are intended to be affixed to the premise 
through a mounting bracket or other method. However 
since they are cord-and-plug connected, they can now 
be moved much easier, as its name suggest. The 
‘portable’ construction, on the other hand, is meant to be 
used in all weather conditions, likely sit on the ground, 
and affixed to the premise only through the receptacle it 
is plugged into. 
 

Through proper education and training programs, such 
as papers like this, the industry will begin to realize that 
cord-and-plug connected EVSE, particularly AC Level 2, 
is safe and can be advantageous to decrease the time 
required to get infrastructure into the field. However, the 
final decision whether this construction is accepted is 
made on the local level.    
 
The end story is that in some jurisdictions, cord-and-plug 
connected EVSE will be warmly welcomed. In others 
that perceive this construction as a concern, it will not be 
allowed. This is where the NEC leaves it up to the AHJ 
(Authority Having Jurisdiction, i.e. local inspectors and 
code panels) about what is implemented in their 
respective areas. Changes to the NEC to make it clear 
are in the works, but during the 2011 code cycle when 
others tried to make it obvious that cord-and-plug 
connected EVSE at AC Level 2 is allowed, the 
propositions were flatly rejected by the code panel 
precisely because UL had not finished updating the 
definitions now found in UL2594. Until the NEC is 
updated, potentially in the next code cycle of 2014, cord-
and-plug connected EVSE will continue to be a debate in 
the industry. However having the option of permanently 
wired EVSE allows any jurisdiction to get electric 
transportation infrastructure installed today. 
 
In the rest of the document, the details of the debate are 
discussed with Eaton Corporation’s position stated 
clearly. Eaton continues to involve itself in the electric 
transportation industry, and as an early leader in the 
deployment of electric vehicle infrastructure, has 
important insights into its implementation. 

Electric Vehicle Supply Equipment 

The National Electric Code defines EVSE in the 
following way in Article 625.2‡: “The conductors, 
including the ungrounded, grounded, and equipment 
grounding conductors and the electric vehicle 
connectors, attachment plugs, and all other fittings, 
devices, power outlets, or apparatus installed specifically 
for the purpose of transferring energy between the 
premises wiring and the electric vehicle.”  
 
Charging is broken into two categories – AC Charging 
(alternating current coming out of the charging station 
into the vehicle) and DC Charging (direct current coming 
out of the charging station into the vehicle). Within each 
category, the rate of charging is broken into levels

1
; the 

higher the level, the more energy that can be 
transferred, the faster the rate of charging, and the lower 

                                                      
1
 These definitions of charging levels are the new nomenclature the industry is implementing 

and will be made official in the next revision of SAE J1772™ that will be published in late 2011. 
It is acknowledged that the 2011 NEC Article 625.14 Handbook comments references the old 
nomenclature about Level 1, 2, and 3 charging. It should be noted, however, that the January 
2010 Version of SAE J1772 started this trend by only recognizing Level 1 and Level 2 AC 
charging, and removes the Level 3 naming convention and replaces it with “DC Charging”. 
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the amount of time needed to charge a vehicle’s battery. 
Please note that not all vehicles are compatible with all 
categories and levels of charging.  
 
TABLE 1. CHARGING CATEGORIES AND LEVELS¹ 

 
AC VOLT, AMP* POWER DC VOLT, AMP* POWER 

AC 
Level 1 

120V 
12-16A 

≤2kW 
DC 
Level 1 

200-500V 
≤80A 

≤30kW 

AC 
Level 2 

208-240V  
12-80A 

≤20kW 
DC 
Level 2 

200-500V 
≤160A 

≤80kW 

AC 
Level 3 

Undefined 
Single or 3Φ 

>20kW 
DC 
Level 3 

200-500V 
≤250A 

~120kW 

* These values are voltages and amperes exiting the EVSE and into the electric vehicle. AC 
EVSE are pass-through devices; AC in, AC out. DC EVSE generally takes AC in and rectifies it 
to DC, which causes the source requirements to be different than EVSE output specifications.  

 
For the purposes of this document, however, an EVSE is 
further specified as the charging station aspect of the 
system that is also compliant with the Society of 
Automotive Engineers (SAE) J1772™ ‘Electric Vehicle 
Conductive Charge Coupler’ recommended practice. 
With this definition, EVSE generally consists of a box on 
the wall or in a pedestal with a cable and EV connector 
similar to Figure 1. 

The Advantages of Cord-and-Plug Connected 

The main reasons behind cord-and-plug connected 
EVSE are: 
1) to lower the cost of installation  
2) to separate the EVSE installation from the electrical 
inspection to decrease inspection time  

Regarding the Lower Cost of Installation 

One of the biggest variables in EVSE installation is the 
labor cost to install the product. It is Eaton’s belief that 
one of the ways to standardize on better labor estimates 
is through educating what installing EVSE requires. One 
short-term strategy is through asking installers to quote 
on installing receptacles on dedicated circuits, a 
standard job in their profession. The labor savings does 
not come from reduced labor, it comes from the 
familiarity with the process. 
 
Surprisingly, it actually requires more work for an 
electrician to wire and mount a receptacle box, 
receptacle and EVSE rather than just wire and mount 
EVSE. However, installing receptacles are standard 
everyday practice for electricians where EVSE is a new 
device, and with new generally comes a perceived 
additional labor cost simply because it is unfamiliar. 
Once EVSE is perpetrated through the market, and 
becomes common place, this benefit will diminish. 

Regarding the Separation of Install to Inspection  

The other large variable with installing electric vehicle 
infrastructure is the time required for the electrical 
permitting and inspection to occur. Over the past year, 

the EVSE installation approval process has taken any 
where from instant by pulling permits through an online 
system and self-inspection, to several weeks in 
jurisdictions that are unfamiliar with EVSE. It varies 
greatly from area to area. 
 
By using the cord-and-plug connected EVSE 
construction, the time of approval and inspection is no 
longer an issue of education because the inspector only 
needs to concern themselves with the installation of a 
standard 208/240V receptacle on a dedicated circuit. 
Like Reason #1, the benefit comes from using what the 
industry already is familiar with to the advantage of 
decreasing approval time getting infrastructure in the 
field. 
 
This separation is also useful in applications where the 
infrastructure wants to be pre-wired depending on its EV 
Readiness. See Table 2 for the terminology Eaton uses.  
 
TABLE 2. EATON’S EV READINESS SCALE FOR BUILDERS 

 
EV READINESS  DESCRIPTION 

EV Provisioned 
A properly sized breaker is reserved in the 
Loadcenter or Panelboard for EVSE use. 

EV Qualified 

A properly sized breaker is reserved, and wiring 
is run to a 208/240V receptacle and/or 
disconnect, but the EVSE is up to the end-user 
to populate. A building can be “EV Qualified+” 
by offering an additional dedicated 120V NEMA 
5-15 outlet for AC Level 1 charging. 

EV Ready 

A properly installed and commissioned EVSE is 
installed and ready to charge. Also known as 
“Just add EV”. A building can also be “EV 
Ready+” by offering an additional dedicated 
120V NEMA 5-15 outlet for AC Level 1 charging 
and diagnostics.  

 
Cord-and-plug connected EVSE offers a way to have the 
house, mixed use facility, work place, or apartment 
building have the wiring already run to a receptacle as in 
the ‘EV Qualified’ designation, and have an interested 
user bring their AC Level 2 EVSE for installation when 
they purchase the car. This allows the end-user to install 
the product themselves through the use of the quick-
mounting brackets like the Eaton residential Pow-R-
Station implements. 
 
Even with these benefits, though they are short-term, 
there are still some in the industry that do not believe 
this construction method is valid. Their reasoning is 
found in looking at the NEC.   

NEC, NEC Handbook and New UL Terminology 

Why was it that some manufacturers read the NEC and 
determined that an EVSE could be cord-and-plug 
connected, where other manufacturers read the same 
NEC and determine that it should be permanently wired? 
Because it depends on what one reads.  
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QUOTE 1 - NEC 2011 Article 625.13‡ 

“Electric Vehicle Supply Equipment rated at 125 volts, 
single phase, 15 or 20 amperes or part of a system 
identified and listed as suitable for the purpose 
and meeting the requirements of NEC 625.18, 
625.19, and 625.29 shall be permitted to be cord-and-
plug connected” (emphasis added throughout, same 
text as NEC 2008 and 2005) 

 
From just reading the Code, one can see that the little 
word 'or' allows a non-120V unit, like a 208/240V EVSE, 
to be cord-and-plug connected if it meets requirements 
625.18 Interlock, 625.19 Automatic De-energize of 
Cable, and 625.29 Indoor Sites (Ventilation 
Requirements). These requirements are met in AC Level 
2 by being J1772 compliant – and are fulfilled by the 
control pilot signal and the unit being mounted securely 
to the premise. 
 
If the Code itself is all one reads, then cord-and-plug 
construction of EVSE would not be an issue. However, 
the Code is not always clear on what it requires, so 
NFPA also has running commentaries found in the NEC 
Handbook which includes the Code and notes about the 
application or intention of the Code. These notes, that 
directly follow this section of the Code in the Handbook 
edition, are what have caused the confusion on cord-
and-plug connected EVSE.  
  
QUOTE 2 – NEC 2011 Article 625.13 Handbook Notes‡ 

"Some manufacturers produce 125-volt, single-phase, 
15- or 20-ampere portable charging units for 
convenience charging. These charging units may be 
stored in the vehicle. However, 625.13 makes it clear 
that non-portable equipment must be mounted and 
permanently wired. This equipment may be physically 
attached to the wall, floor, or ceiling. The provision for 
no exposed live parts is a safety concern for the 
general public." (Same text as NEC 2008 and 2005) 

 
Most people think of two classes of EVSE – permanent 
and portable. The problem is the EVSE construction type 
in question at common AC Level 2 power levels of 
208/240V at 16- and 30-amperes are not tested to the 
UL standard as portable. These stations are tested to be 
what the UL2594 Outline-of-Investigation defines as 
'movable'. The UL tests for portable are significantly 
more robust, with vibration, run over, sitting in a puddle, 
etc tests. 120V cordset EVSE that is included with the 
purchase of most plug-in electric vehicles, on the other 
hand, were tested against the UL portable tests. 
 
This 'movable' nomenclature is the root of the confusion, 
because this means that the terms that UL is using are 
not the same as what the NEC currently recognizes; that 

is why there is a debate. One can think about it this way; 
movable makes sense when thinking about large, heavy 
products like refrigerators and clothes dryers that are 
movable, but these same products are certainly not 
portable. This cord-and-plug connected higher voltage 
EVSE changes things. Now the industry has a smaller 
device that is easily movable and blurs the lines of 
‘movable’ and what some are making out to be 
'portable'. However, movable EVSE is safe when used 
as intended. 
 
UL2594 designates that the ‘movable’ construction for 
EVSE is permitted and compliant with the NEC. With the 
benefits stated earlier, manufacturers such as Eaton see 
the value added by releasing product that have the cord-
and-plug connected capability. However, not all in the 
industry think the same way – bringing up several safety 
and usability concerns. 

Safety and Usability Discussion 

There are several reasons that some in the EV 
infrastructure industry have declined the viability of cord-
and-plug connected EVSE usually referencing the 
following safety and usability concerns found in Table 3. 
In the rest of the section, each concern is evaluated 
more in-depth. 
 
TABLE 3. SAFETY AND USABILITY CONCERNS 

 
# CONCERN RESPONSE 

1 
‘Movable’ EVSE should 
not be used as ‘Portable’ 
EVSE 

Agree. EVSE that has been tested to 
the UL ‘movable’ tests are not robust 
enough to be used as portable units, 
but are properly tested for use as 
units that move infrequently.  

2 
240V receptacles should 
have ground fault 
protection.  

Disagree. EVSE has included Ground 
Fault protection, so receptacles or 
breakers upstream of EVSE should 
not be installed with Ground Fault 
protection. If they trip before EVSE, 
EVSE will not be able to autoreset 
and make sure the vehicle is 
charging, destroying the usability of 
EVSE. An in-use cover should be 
employed which protects the 
receptacle/plug connection from 
roaming hands and the elements. 

3 

Cord-and-plug 
connected EVSE is 
unsafe because it can be 
unplugged while 
charging a vehicle. i.e. 
under load. 

Disagree. While it is dangerous to 
unplug any high current device under 
load, this is an acceptable risk in 
similar applications such as electric 
ranges and electric welders that all 
plug into 208/240V receptacles. The 
power cord will be shielded with an in-
use cover and include markings as 
required by UL warning the user of the 
potential for electric shock. 

Concern #1 – ‘Movable’ EVSE used as ‘Portable’ 

When the discussion of AC Level 2 cord-and-plug 
connected EVSE is brought up, consumers who are 
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likely early adopters almost universally think “Great! This 
is EVSE that I can take on the road with me or to my 
cabin in the mountain.” However, Eaton’s position is that 
personnel should not use improper tools for an 
application – and ‘movable’ EVSE should not be used as 
‘portable’. The problem is that there is a big construction 
difference between the UL definitions of ‘movable’ EVSE 
and ‘portable’ EVSE. To continue the electric range/oven 
analogy to movable EVSE, one would never expect a 
full-size oven that is transported back and forth daily 
between home and work to heat lunch and dinner up at 
both locations to operate safely and correctly over time. 
Ovens, clothes dryers, and movable EVSE are not 
hardened for the type of vibration, environment and 
abuse that portable equipment experiences and is tested 
for. Movable EVSE should be used similar to a clothes 
dryer; plug it in once during installation and use it.    
 
The NEMA receptacles cord-and-plug connected EVSE 
uses is safe when used for the intended application. 
There are four proposed NEMA receptacles to be used 
in infrastructure for the use of Electric Vehicle charging 
at AC Level 2 power levels of 16 and 30A detailed in 
Table 4 below.  
 
TABLE 4. PROPOSED NEMA OUTLETS FOR EV CHARGING 

 
 RECEPTACLE IMAGE VOLTAGE AMPERAGE WIRE 

NEMA 5-15 

 

125V 15A 
Hot, 
Neutral, 
Ground 

A
C

 L
e
v
e
l 
1
 

NEMA 5-20 

 

125V 20A 
Hot, 
Neutral, 
Ground 

NEMA 6-20 

 

250V 20A 
2x Hot, 
Ground 

A
C

 L
e
v
e
l 
2
 @

 1
6
A

 

NEMA 14-20 

 

250V 20A 
2x Hot, 
Neutral*, 
Ground 

NEMA 6-50 

 

250V 50A 
2x Hot, 
Ground 

A
C

 L
e
v
e
l 
2
 @

 3
0
A

 
o
r 

4
0
A

 

NEMA 14-50 

 

250V 50A 
2x Hot, 
Neutral*, 
Ground 

* Some EVSE with certain options require a neutral to operate correctly. Please check with the 

manufacturer before installation.    

 
16- and 30-amperes will be the most common current 
ratings for AC Level 2 EVSE through 2012, and the most 
likely to be cord-and-plug connected. It is recommended 
that at output current ratings above 40-amperes, EVSE 

should be permanently wired because of the 
unavailability of common higher ampere NEMA 
receptacles and plugs. 
 
EVSE circuit protection must be rated at 125% the 
nameplate continuous current rating of EVSE per NEC 
Article 625.21. AC Level 2 EVSE at 30A requires a 40A 
dedicated breaker, where a 16A unit requires a 20A 
breaker. From Table 4, one can see that each receptacle 
amperage rating is equal or greater than its coordinated 
breaker amperage rating. This coordination of the 
receptacle ensures the safe, long term use for vehicle 
charging. 
 
The main purpose of EVSE is safety and convenience, 
so if one has a movable EVSE that is cord-and-plug 
connected, it should be treated like a dryer - plug it in 
and leave it installed

2
.  

 
Additionally, it is always recommended to use an in-use 
cover for the electrical receptacle, while one will likely be 
included in the mounting and pre-wire kit for cord-and-
plug connected EVSE. This serves both as an additional 
physical safety measure to keep hands out from near 
energized receptacles, but also keeps users and the 
plug protected and away from requiring the next 
concern, ground fault protection, in the upstream circuit 
itself. 

Concern #2 – Ground Fault on Circuits for EVSE 

There is another potential issue with the usability of 
cord-and-plug connected EVSE – and that is in the 
arena of ground fault. Some in the industry, including 
some inspectors, may require a ground fault receptacle 
or ground fault breaker for EVSE circuits at 208/240V. 
This is highly not recommended because it will bypass 
the EVSE ground fault detection features and ruin a 
user’s charging experience.  
 
Standard Ground Fault Circuit Interrupter (GFCI) units 
trip at 5mA of ground fault current in the USA. UL2231, 
however, allows EVSE to detect, interrupt and 
automatically reset at 20mA

3
 because of the amount of 

nuisance tripping from data collected in previous electric 
vehicle deployments. The problem is EVSE only 
automatically resets if, and only if, the EVSE is the one 
that catches the fault. If the breaker or receptacle 
catches the fault and trips, the EVSE source power 

                                                      
2
 AC Level 2 EVSE that complies with UL’s portable construction tests have questionable 

safety ratings not in construction or intended use, but in application in real-life scenarios – 
especially if they appear similar to 120V AC Level 1 ‘cordset’ EVSE. How it achieves satisfying 
the requirements found in NEC 625.19 Automatic De-energization of Cable is suspect, which is 
achieved normally in the movable construction by affixing it to the premise through a bracket. 
In addition, any receptacle used with portable EVSE needs to be designed with the duty cycle 
of potential daily use in mind.    
3
 Automatic reset after detecting a ground fault is allowed after an acceptable test of the 

internal detection circuitry for EVSE per UL2231-2 Clause 13. Ground fault trip levels of 20mA 
are allowed for EVSE if the other safety requirements are met found in UL2231-1 Clause 6. 
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would be cut off. A user would have to physically go 
back out and hit the reset button on the breaker or 
receptacle to continue charging. This would cause an 
unwelcome user experience and not encourage 
adoption.  
 
With the physical protection of an in-use cover and 
compliance with NEC 625.22 Personnel Protection 
System that mandates a maximum 12 inches of power 
cord length, ground fault should not be required. It is 
recommended for circuits supplying EVSE to not include 
any kind of ground fault detection and allow EVSE to 
manage ground fault monitoring and interruption itself. 

Concern #3 – Unplugging EVSE 

There is a reason behind why most appliances are cord-
and-plug connected – they have the ability to move with 
the owner. While AC Level 2 is actually more of a special 
“EV Breaker” and functions more like electrical 
distribution equipment than an appliance, giving EVSE 
the cord-and-plug connected option allows owners to 
now carry their EVSE with them as they move.  
 
While it is dangerous to unplug any high current device 
under load, this is an acceptable risk in similar 
applications such as electric ranges, electric clothes 
dryers, and electric arc welders that all plug into 
208/240V receptacles. However, EVSE will be securely 
mounted to the wall and the power supply cord will be 
shielded with an in-use cover to protect from accidentally 
unplugging the device. Additionally, the EVSE includes 
markings as required by UL2594 Clause 76.4 warning 
the user of the potential for electric shock, especially 
while charging.  
 
If any of these concerns are still unsettled in a 
jurisdiction’s collective mind, the permanently wired 
version of EVSE should be used. Likewise, 
manufacturers that do not offer permanently wired 
solutions are at a disadvantage since they cannot serve 
the whole market. 

A Prediction of the Future 

Electric Vehicle Supply Equipment is specified in the 
National Electric Code specifically to protect users while 
charging vehicles. The product is permitted to be built in 
several different constructions, one of them being 
‘movable.’ These EVSE are generally mounted to the 
wall and cord-and-plug connected. The UL safety 
standard has several tests specifically for this 
application, and addresses the largest safety and 
usability concerns present currently in the industry. 
 
The main advantages of cord-and-plug connected 
EVSE, however, are all based in the fact that this is new 
and different technology that is unfamiliar. Once the new 

and different wears off, cord-and-plug connected EVSE 
will lose its current interest, but will continue to be an 
option for users. It is likely that permanently wired EVSE, 
with its lower actual labor and the equipment serving 
more like distribution equipment than an appliance, will 
actually move more units after 2013 than its cord-and-
plug connected cousin. Manufacturers that offer both 
options, such as Eaton Corporation, will be in a better 
position to address both needs from the industry. 
 
The end story is that in some jurisdictions, cord-and-plug 
connected EVSE will be warmly welcomed. In others 
that perceive this construction as a concern, it will not be 
allowed. This is where the NEC leaves it up to the AHJ 
(Authority Having Jurisdiction, i.e. local inspectors and 
code panels) about what is implemented in their 
respective areas. Changes to the NEC to make it clear 
are in the works, but during the 2011 code cycle when 
others tried to make it obvious that cord-and-plug 
connected EVSE at AC Level 2 is allowed, the 
propositions were flatly rejected by the code panel 
precisely because UL had not finished updating the 
definitions now found in UL2594. Until the NEC is 
updated, potentially in the next code cycle of 2014, cord-
and-plug connected EVSE will continue to be a debate in 
the industry. However having the option of permanently 
wired EVSE allows any jurisdiction to get electric 
transportation infrastructure installed today. 

Contact Us  

To learn more about how Eaton’s Pow-R-Station™ full 
family of products can help with electric vehicle charging 
infrastructure, please visit the website 
www.eaton.com/plugin. 
 
†Prototype shown. Actual delivered product may differ. 

‡Quotes taken from National Fire Protection Agency, NFPA 70, National Electric Code®, NEC 
2011 Handbook edition. More information about the NFPA and NEC available at 
www.nfpa.org. 

 

 


